In response to the information which we obtained from the questionnaires sub mitted by our members concerning their preferences and suggestions for improve ment of this Journal, the Editorial Board has introduced some changes with this volume.
From hereon we will proudly display the insignia of the Canadian Psychiatric Association on our cover. The cover otherwise, in spite of various proposals, remains unchanged.
In line with the suggestion that several studies with a common theme be pub lished together, we are attempting to introduce each issue with a symposium in which the articles will be as more or less related as the papers available per mit. If any group of investigators, how ever geographically scattered, wish to organize a symposium on a topic of gen eral interest to psychiatrists and submit a series of four or five papers on one aspect of psychiatry, this will be wel comed.
Also we will strive to meet the other oft-expressed wish for a feature review paper in each issue, dealing with some important or topical concern in psychia try. In this issue we offer "RNA and Memory". We have scheduled reviews dealing with mind-body relationships, group and family therapy and psycho therapy for future issues this year. Those of a scholarly, critical turn of mind are urged to submit their reviews for con sideration.
In order to provide reasonably prompt publication of new developments, clini cal observations and brief comments on current issues, we are setting up a defi nite 'department' for this purpose. This service imposes certain limitations, a) papers should be short -two or three pages at most, (1,000-1,500 words), b) they need not follow the traditional scientific literary style by including sec tions headed 'Introduction', 'Conclusion' etc. c) If they are written with appro priate brevity summarization is difficult and therefore unnecessary. Such com munications do not require extensive bibliographic references and these should be limited to only the most pertinent.
To meet readers' desires, your editors will have to make what authors often feel are unreasonable demands, and we are well aware of the narcissistic anxiety which our mutilating threats engender in authors. We can only remind our knowledgeable writers that neither pro ductivity nor virility are functions of length.
We intend to continue our historical notes and book reviews and again remind our readers of the availability of the correspondence columns to exchange views on current issues. We are some what surprised that some of the Editorial opinions advanced go unchallenged! To foster the speedier delivery of re prints we are attempting to commence all symposia and feature-length papers on the right-hand page, which simplifies production for the printer.
We trust that C.P.A. members and our other subscribers will make us aware of the value of these changes.
The Editorial Board C.P.A.J.
